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CONSIDERATIONS IN POST-ÿVAR PLANNING

IN EMBARKING UPON A DISCUSSION Of planning for a post-war
economy, it is needless to remind ourselves that economics is not
an exact science. The economist needs to make no apology for
his inability to foresee precisely the nature of the economic and
social changes which will follow the war. Yet changes there will
be, and plans must be based upon certain assumptions as to the
conditions under which we may expect to live and to work.
Will the new conditions be completely different from those

with which we have all been familiar? That belief is frequently
stated. If it is true, there is little that the economist or anyone
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else can do in the way of planning.
Professor Alfred Marshall, in his Preface to the First Edition
of Principles of Economics, says that if his book has any special
character it is in the emphasis which he places on the Principle
of Continuity, in spite o{ all the variations of time, place, and
circumstance. It is with that principle in mind that I approach
tile subject of planning for the post-war period.
I assume that our post-war economy will differ in details, in
emphasis, in controls, and in other minor respects from that to
which we have become accustomed; but that opportunity for
free private enterprise will, by no means, be lacking; that invention and innovation will continue to be characteristic of American industry; that competition will be fully as severe as in the
past; that those who succeed and who rise to leadership will have
better rewards and more fun than those who fail; that negotiations between employers and employees, despite frequent government intervention in support of employees, will, in the main, con-

tinue to be left in their own hands ; and that those who accumulate
capital and invest it wisely will fare better than those who do not.
DEFEAT MEANS CHAOS

damentally threaten freedom of enterprise; they merely impose
regulations upon the manner in which that freedom is exercised.
NO CAUSE FOR DESPAIR

ALL OF THIS indicates, of course, that I assume theAxis will be de-

"ÿ¥'E CAN all perform a real service to the nation if we can aid

cisively beaten. Any other outcome would make planning useless.

in removing the prevailing mental defeatism. We do not have
to assume that everythiny is going to be different after the war,
although some procedures will be considerably altered. We must

The first step in attempting to plan for the post-war period
must be a psyckoloyical preparation.
Recently Dr. Henry C. Link reported on the results of a survey based upon interviews with more than four thousand persons, the purpose of which was to discover some of the forces
at that time influencing the morale of the American people. The
most striking single fact elicited by this survey was that there
was an overwhelming fear for the future, regardless of who wins
the war. This attitude prevails in spite of the fact that there is

emphasize the importance of frankly facing the fact of chanye
and getting oneself adjusted and accustomed to it. The outlook is clouded but by no means forbidding. There will be need
for struggle but there will also be opportunity for leadership,
distinction, and happiness.
In discussing plans for the post-war period, we must take, at
least, a tentative position on the possibility of a depression.

scarcely a single family in the United States which does not have
some member or relative with a new job, or a steadier job, or a
larger income than a few years ago. Only 15 % of those interviewed
said their families were less prosperous than two years ago.

There are two diametrically opposed schools of thought on
this subject, one of which predicts a deep, world-wide depression immediately after the war while the other foresees a boom.

Nevertheless, it is well known that gloom, uncertainty, discouragement, and fear are especially prevalent in business circles.
Such a mental state is poor equipment for a post-war planning that

ence between the two groups would not be so great. Many of
those who expect a boom after the war think that it will be

will require courage, resourcefulness, adaptability, and confidence.
During the past ten years there has been deliberate misrepresentation of even the best intentions of industrial leaders. As a
result, because they fear for the future of their business, the
future of their personal fortunes and those of their children, and
because they just fear the future, many men who should be
leaders in these days are sulking in a corner.
There is no real justification for this despair if the future is
calmly examined. In spite of laws and governmental activities which
modify and regulate many private economic matters that were not
formerly supervised, those changes do not, for the most part, fun-

Perhaps, if the element of timing were considered, the differ-

followed by a depression, while many who expect a depression
are willing to concede that there may be a few months of boom
hefore the reaction sets in.
AFTER-THE-WAR DEPRESSION ?

HISTORY iS on the side of those who contend that depression is
a natural aftermath of war, but those who believe we shall be
able to avoid that outcome after this war lean heavily upon the
intervention of government. We now have federal financial
agencies to salvage farms, homes, and businesses, and to safe-

guard banks and building and loan associations. There are federal controls that may at any time be asserted over commodity

and financial markets; foreign exchange rates and the value of

they can presumably return after the war, there are many others

currencies may be manipulated; and the federal government is

who have been drawn from the ranks of the unemployed and

by far the largest single employer in the country, even if the
military forces are excluded. We have set up relief and food

were not previously employed. Thus, the total of available work-

distribution agencies, farm benefits, unemployment insurance,

ers after the war will be greater than has ever been employed

and old age pensions. Increased pressure after the war will un-

by civilian industry.

doubtedly result in larger pensions, greater unemployment benefits, and similar projects.
The government has already set up a staff to formulate plans
to cushion the effects of a possible collapse of the war boom.
They have published a report advocating a program of public
works, including express highways, slum clearance, hydro-electric developments, water supply, flood control, tunnels, sub-

there are also thousands of women workers and older men who

THE POST-WAR PROBLEM

THE TRANSFER from peace to war industry is being aided by
two powerful motives, patriotism and profit. Furthermore, the
government assists in financing the transformation. But, after
the war, the shift in the other direction will be more difficult.
There will be no assurance of a buyer for the output at a profit-

ways, and other large scale projects. It has also been suggested
that when the war ends, we shall necessarily continue our expenditures for defense on a very large scale. We shall probably
maintain ourselves as the largest naval power and we will main-

able price and, of course, there will be no patriotic urge to speed
the resumption of civilian production. The task of transform-

tain all of the external defenses which we are now establishing

require months. Since war industry will decline more rapidly
after the war than civilian industry will expand, there is almost
certain to be a period of great unemployment before the read-

in the Caribbean, Panama, in the Far East, in Newfoundland,
Bermuda, Alaska, and elsewhere.
This is an impressive catalogue of counter-depression forces,
and it is by no means exhaustive. But the magnitude of the war
effort and its world-wide impact make it difficult to accept the
view that we shall have no setback.

ing buildings, machinery and tools, of buying needed raw materials, and of re-establishing a distributing organization will

justment can be made.

The main possibility of avoiding this, or at least mitigating
it, would be a large program of public works or possibly jointaction by various industrial groups looking to the maintenance
of employment even at the expense of profits. As an alternative

A SHIFT OF WORKERS

to a public works program, or as a supplement to it, the gov-

AN ENORMOUS shift of workers from peace to war industry zs

ernment might retard the shift from war to peace activity by
continuing to produce armament and munitions for stock, and

in process. It has been estimated that, under present plans, 57%
of the nation's industrial output will be required for war purposes. The National Resources Planning Board estimates that
by 1944 defense workers and the armed forces will number 27
million compared with 33 million for all other workers. While
most of these will be drawn from civilian industry, to which
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by retaining a large number of men in the army until civilian
employment picks up. But these are measures that can only be
used for a short time, and they merely postpone the evil day of
readjustment to normal peace-time industry.

We must also consider the possible effects of inflation. There
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is probably no subject that is being discussed more frequently.
If inflation means, as I think it does, an expansion of the

With American soldiers scattered over the earth and in many
out-of-the-way places from Iceland to the South Sea Islands,

media of exchange more rapidly than the commodities and services to be exchanged, then we have had inflation for some years.

all of whom are equipped with American supplies in great variety,
world-wide interest in products from this country is certain to

But the usual effects of inflation have been prevented by governmental attitudes, actions and policies which are familiar to

be stimulated. Food, clothing, heavy machinery, office machines

all. The danger that we shall experience the effects of inflation

and magazines, tanks, guns, planes, ammunition, and medical
supplies-the llst is endless. For the residents in these various

is constantly in the picture. Commodity prices in this country
have risen more than 31% since the outbreak of the war,

and supplies, tobacco and cigarettes, chewing gum, newspapers

places to see these products in use by the American soldiers, and

September, 1939, and the spiral of rising wages, rising prices,
rising cost of living, and again rising wages is in operation.
While we shall undoubtedly experience more of the effects of
inflation the longer the war lasts, it seems probable that exist-

perhaps to be able to try them themselves, is the best possible

ing governmental controls, if they are really exercised, plus the

lishments after the war ? No matter how or when the war ends,

increasingly heavy taxation, especially if some form of salary
withholding tax or a stiff retail sales tax be adopted, will prevent any devastating inflationary effects.

we are virtually certain to maintain large army, naval and air
forces, if only for self-defense. But if it ends, as we expect, with

The possibilities associated with inflation, therefore, do not,
in my opinion, materially modify the conclusion that a period of
severe readjustment will be experienced after the war, though
it may be delayed for a short time by a false boom based upon
our contributions to the needs of other nations. After the read-

salesmanship.
There is no telling how long these Americans will be on hand,
for who can say what will be the nature of our military estab-

the defeat of the dictators, bent on world conquest, the British
and ourselves will probably maintain forces in the potential
trouble spots throughout the world for many years. We shall
undoubtedly continue to have compulsory military training and
it would be altogether natural to expect that a period of garrison duty in various parts of the world would be an essential

justment period, which is likely to require at least several years,
a new high in world production may be expected.

part of that training. If that should happen, it would cause great
changes in the consuming habits and standards of living of

In any event, it would seem the part of wisdom for each
business concern to face the uncertain and difficult times ahead

millions of people in the Orient and elsewhere.

by trying to make its organization and operations trim and shipshape so as to ride out any possible storm.
PEACE-TIME PRODUCTION

BRITISH ECONOMIC POWER WEAKENED
IT HAS BEEN said in recent months that the United States is
about to become the receiver for the British Empire. Whether or

The first job after the war will be to restore peace-time produc-

not this proves to be true, we are inevitably going to be forced
to take a larger part in the development of world economic resources than we have in the past. British imperialism has been

tions; the second, to restore markets.

largely based on economic power and, up to the present cen-

WHAT kind of an economic order should business prepare for ?
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tury, it was responsible directly or indirectly for a great proportion of the world economic development Which took place. But
at the end of this war, British economic power will be greatly
weakened and her national prestige will be irretrievably damaged. American capital and industrial leadership are certain to
be called upon to share a partnership with Britain, or if a British
default occurs, to take over her responsibilities.
Before the war broke out, six-tenths of the people of the globe

SVORLD PEACE WILL PAY

IT WILL COST the United States less to help rebuild and develop
Europe, even without payment, if necessary, than it would to carry
the load of another long and paralyzing depression, with it unemployment, its business and social tragedies, and its inevitably accompanying crop of political nostrums and demagogues.
The reconstruction of Europe, China, and perhaps other

lived in extreme poverty; one-tenth enjoyed relative abundance;
and the remainder were distributed between these extremes. Those

areas should, in the long run, repay us through world peace
and world prosperity. The burden of the war and the reconstruction debts will be greatly lightened if we can keep our own

experiencing extreme poverty were the densely populated countries.
While calling attention to the backwardness and poverty of
some of these countries, it is possible for us to overlook the fact

country and the world at work.
There is, however, only one solution that wil! ultimately meet
the difficulty that will be presented by a rapid rise in produc-

that some of them are already in a process of industrialization

tive output in all parts of the world; that is to raise living stand-

and are reaching the stage where they are supplying many of
their own needs and are reaching out for foreign markets.

ards for the low income groups. By raising our standards, we
will be able to absorb more of our own production and at the
same time accept larger quantities of the commodities which

Accordingly, while we are preparing for immediately expanding exports after the war, we must be on guard that our national
economy does not become too dependent on the permanence of that
one-way trade. We must look forward to receiving increased

other nations wish to export. In addition, we should aid other
nations to improve their standards. The nations now having
relatively high standards must take the lead in this task.

imports and must reduce our tariffs to facilitate their entry.
While it is too early to talk about definitive peace terms, it
is not too early to try to get the minds of men and women
throughout the world adjusted to the ideas and aims which must
underlie any hope for an enduring peace. If the people's minds
are properly prepared against the extremes of nationalism, the
politicians who sit around the peace table will approach their
task in a very different spirit than they would otherwise. Of
particular importance will be the attitude of American industry,
American agriculture, and American labor. We must be prepared not only to open our markets to goods produced abroad,
but, in addition, and requiring more foresight, we must be willing to help other nations increase their productivity.
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ASIA OFFERS BIG FIELD

ASIA, not counting the Soviet Union, has 53% of the world's
population. There is no reason why in China, India, and the
East Indies, industrial methods should not be patterned after
those in other more advanced countries. Capacity to learn is un-

doubtedly present, as has been demonstrated by the progress of
Japan. If the capital equipment and educational level of these
regions were raised only 10%, the effect on world economy
would be tremendous. Here is a great opportunity for enter-

prise and enterprise capital. It will involve risks and will entail
problems that will demand great resourcefulness for their solu-
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tion, but risk and resourcefulness have ever been associated with

else in the world, families representing 60% of our population

The blueprint for operating such a program is not of present
interest but it is important that we direct attention to this trend,
and recognize that over a considerable part of the economy of
the nation the social incentive is likely to become dominant.
Accordingly in the post-war economic order there will be more
rather than less economic planning. It will be carried on both

have incomes of less than $1,500. Eight million families have

on a national and on an international scale.

free enterprise.

For less venturesome capital and enterprise a big opportunity
may be found right here at home in potentially larger consumption. Although our standard of living is higher than anywhere

incomes of less than $750 per year, and 11 million families have
incomes between $750 and $1,500 per year. The needs of these
people are tremendous. Prior to the outbreak of the war, expenditures for relief and social security, which had not appeared in the
federal budget at all until very recently, accounted for nearly
50% of total federal expenditures, excluding debt retirement.
Since upwards of 40% of the world's manufacturing activity
is carried on here, the United States cannot help exerting
either a beneficial or a retarding influence on the course of

A NEW STYLE IN PLANNING

PLANNING iS not an adequate word to express the growing new
tendency. There has always been planning both by individuals
and by nations, but in the case of individual businesses the planning has been directed almost exclusively to promoting the welfare of the business itself.
That which is, in recent years, referred to as planning is
directed toward the presumed benefit of the economy as a

world economic affairs. The biggest market is right here at our
doors in the furthering of better community living. It is said

whole, and especially toward the economic and social upgrading of the less favorably circumstanced part of the nation. Such

that we could spend 10 billion a year for five years on highly
desirable public works. Every important city in the land has
blighted areas that should be replanned and rebuilt in order

intervention by the government in economic and social plan-

to stop the deterioration which is each year reducing the revenues and the capital values of the city. Tremendous opportunities exist in the way of housing betterment. A large portion
of our population lacks adequate hospital and medical care;
and a great increase in our national wealth and happiness could
be brought about by the dietary upbuilding of the population.

ning is found, not only in the totalitarian states such as Russia,
Japan, Germany, and Italy, but in Britain, United States, Latin
America, Australia, New Zealand, and in Eastern Europe. The
test of immediate or even near-term profits is frequently ignored.
Along with this new type of planning, there is an increased
control of monetary and financial mechanisms to promote the
ends sought. Governments are taking over an ever larger por-

tion of the nation's capital supply, and a growing share of the
annual national savings. And despite the theories advanced by
some in the T. N. E. C. hearings, there is no general belief that

It is said that about 40% of our population lack a proper diet.
In a stimulating article published in the October, 1941, issue of
Fortune, Geoffrey Crowther, editor of the London Eco,omist, says
that the trend of economic thought suggests that the proper field
for government activity is to assure to every citizen the essentials
of a decent life, or what might be called a National Minimum.

,to be popular, and will be promoted by the government in
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the country needs smaller savings. Not only during the war
period will effort be made to stimulate capital accumulation
for use by the government, but after the war thrift will continue

order to secure the funds needed for implementing the planned
programs.

Business men should accept, without too much fretting, the

be kept in mind that new', governmentally constructed plants
and workmen's housing may be available at advantageous prices
after the war.

necessity of fitting their business policies into the plans which
from time to time emerge from the government. So long as the
rules are fair to all, the business manager cannot complain. And

On the assumption that the narrowly nationalistic point of
view will be less current after the war and that American capital and industrial methods will be welcomed in other coun-

if he is far-sighted and diplomatic he will help to make the plans.

tries, the possibility might be explored of securing reduction in
costs by locating plants abroad near sources of raw material or

Having thus drawn a picture, sketchy though it may be, of
the nature of things to be after the war, each business concern
is in a position to check every phase of its activity to see how
it may best fit into that picture. Different types of business
will need to emphasize different aspects of their problems, and,
of course, other economists may draw a picture totally different
from the one here presented. But, assuming that this one be
accepted, certain specific problems which are common to all
businesses may be projected.
COSTS MUST BE LOWERED

IN THE KIND of economic order which we may expect after
the war, costs of production will be of vital importance in
determining which businesses will survive and be successful.
Efforts should now and continuously be concentrated on reduction of costs of production and distribution. Now is the
time to check all departments of the business to see whether

near large potential consuming populations. One of the important
reasons for the hesitation of American business concerns to establish foreign branches has been the difficulty of supervision, due in
large part to the time required for intercommunication. That
obstacle will no longer be serious after the war, for airplane
travel will bring all parts of the world into close proximity.
Another aspect of business which should have close attention
now" because of probable post-war developments is the inventory
situation. If prices may be expected to decline from the level
prevailing at the end of the war as a result of world-wide depression, business should be giving anxious thought to inventory
control so as to minimize the inevitable loss.
NEED FOR MORE CAPITAL

MOST business concerns have acquired larger inventories than

there are any leaks, or undesirable practices, or lame duck
products that are being continued because of custom or inertia,

usual because they expected prices to rise, and because they
feared that transportation difficulties might delay or make impossible the receipt of needed materials. But even those who

which might be eliminated. Each step in the production process
should be re-examined for possible improvement and reduction

have not expanded their physical inventories find themselves
financially more involved than usual because of rising prices.

of costs. For example, are plants located most advantageously

The commodity index may be expected to rise another 10% or
15% by the end of this year. This creates serious problems for

with respect to accessibility to raw materials and markets? If
not, now is the time to give serious consideration to changes,
for existing factory buildings can be more readily sold now than
later. And, in considering new, locations, the possibility should.
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business concerns. Larger working capital must be provided
and plans should be made now: for obtaining this with the least
handicap on the post-war future of the concern.
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If possible it is better to provide tile additional working
capital from within the business. There are two main ways
in which this may be done--(1) convert all possible working
capital into cash; e.g., sell securities owned, liquidate receivables as closely as possible, by shortening the credit period or by
giving a premium for prompt payment, and keep at the lowest
practicable level the inventories of finished goods, supplies, and
raw materials.

(2) Reduce dividends so as to retain cash. Here there is
another of those possible conflicts between government fiscal
policy and sound private finance. The Treasury has been advocating the adoption of an undistributed profits tax.
If additional cash cannot be provided from within the busi-

On the other hand, possibilities of profits from inventory appreciation will be minimized. This, however, is not a serious handicap in view of the heaW taxation of profits.
WHAT OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES

BESIDES the problem of financing inventory, which is one to
which credit men must give close attention, there are other
financial aspects of the business that should be examined with
reference to post-war planning.

What, for e:ÿample, is the outlook for the pound sterling and
other foreign currencies and how will this affect industries in
our own country ?
It is hard to avoid the conclusion that sterling will be on a

ness, shall it be obtained by short-term bank loans, or by the

considerably lower level after the war. While the official rate

sale of securities-i.e., bonds, notes, preferred stock, or com-

has been pegged for a long time at $4.02, it has sold much lower
than that on the "black market." When trade is resumed after

mon stock ?
In the three years ending June 30, 1942, all loans of all
member banks increased $3,800 million. In the past twelve
months, loans of member banks for commercial and industrial

the war it will be much harder to maintain the fiction that the
present official rate indicates its true value. And there is a strong
likelihood that the official rate will be reduced to a more real-

purposes increased $1,800 million of which a considerable part
must have been used for financing inventories. If the amount

istic basis. If sterling is weak, other foreign exchanges may be
expected to be weaker.

needed by a company for this purpose is large, bank loans are
undesirable because there will be increasing demands on the

From the viewpoint of the American economy, the results
would not be favorable. Our exporters would be under a handi-

banks by other concerns, because bank rates will probably rise,
and because the uncertainties of business conditions after the
war will make it hazardous for husiness to be heavily dependent

cap and the normal prospect would be that we would participate to some extent in a world-wide devaluation race with all

on the banks.

such a policy. But, if the United Nations win the war, it is to
be hoped that they will exercise controls to prevent some of the
monetary blunders which followed the first World War.

Moreover, this is a good time to re-examine business practice
with respect to size of inventory. Perhaps, as a permanent pol-

icy, total commitments can be kept lower than had previously
been thought possible. If so not only will cash requirements and

the uncertainties and disturbances that attend business under

Since our country is the only one possessing sufficient mone-

costs for storage, handling, and insurance be less, but the risk
of loss from a post-war collapse of prices will also be reduced.

tary gold to validate an international currency, it may be that
we shall use that huge gold hoard to impose our desire for a
devaluation peace upon the leading commercial nations. Several
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suggestions along this line have already been advanced, for
example, that banking machinery and a trade dollar be set up for
trade with South and Central America; that a similar currency,
backed by American gold and supported by international agreement, be established for all international transactions, and that
an international R. F. C., supplied with American and, perhaps
to some limited extent, with other capital, be organized for
financing reconstruction throughout the world.
BRANCH PLANTS ABROAD

EVEN if such a program be achieved in part, those American
concerns which desire to expand their foreign business will
probably find it more profitable to enlarge existing foreign production facilities, or to establish new plants in countries of relatively cheap currencies, rather than to export from American
production. Establishment of South and Central American
branches is likely to receive a great impetus, perhaps in part

liquidity be constantly in the forefront of business planning,
that forward commitments be limited as closely as possible, and
that finances be placed as nearly as can be in shock-proof condition. Every business concern should have it as an over-all policy
to place itself in a position where neither banks nor any other
creditors can put pressure on it.

Labor relations and the associated problems of unionization,
collective bargaining, the closed shop, labor participation in management, and unemployment must, of course, be given constant

and serious thought in preparation for post-war conditions. The
pattern of those conditions is already clearly marked; it will be
chiefly an extension and intensification of the present tendencies.
It does not need to be said that unionization must be accepted as
a fact and that collective bargaining can no longer be evaded.
INDUSTRIAL STATESMANSHIP NEEDED

with aid from the Federal Government.
One post-war fact that business must certainly be prepared

BUT, as was suggested at the beginning of this paper, bargaining will probably take place between employer and employee
with little governmental interference unless agreement cannot

to take into account is that taxes will be extremely heavy. Our
national debt will almost certainly reach a minimum of $150

be reached. Therefore, industrial statesmanship of a high order
will be in demand, for if agreements be not attained, com-

billions and we shall have commitments both at home and

pulsory settlements, not always wise nor entirely impartial, will

abroad which will prevent any material lightening of the tax
burden for many years. The Federal Treasury is already tak-

be made through government agency. In the temper of the
times not only now but after the war, long and costly stop-

ing a larger share of the profits of corporations than that which

pages of work are not going to be permitted. Since settlements
of labor disagreements by governmental bodies are nearly al-

goes to the stockholders. For example, the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company has reported that in 1941 taxes
amounted to nearly $15.00 per share; Chrysler's taxes were
more than $15.00 per share. In many other corporations the
Treasury, in effect, owns a half-interest.

ways influenced to some extent by political considerations, and
in almost every case result only in a compromise, business would
generally fare better if the disputes were settled by direct negotiations between their workers and themselves. Of course, this

Since taxes constitute a first claim on the liquid assets of a

will not always be possible but with enlightened leadership of

business it is essential that liberal provision be made for them.
This requires that large cash resources be accumulated, that

management and workers it will be possible far more frequently
than has been true in the past.
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It is not too soon to begin to develop among business man-

war work this year and more than 2ÿ million by the end of

agers the art of negotiation with employees. Managers must

1943. In some British munitions plants women constitute 80%

sincerely, and not only superficially, get over the resentment
they feel at being required to discuss wages and working con-

to 90% of the workers. Are they going to be willing to quit
after the war?
Now is the time to devise methods to convince workers that

ditions with their employees.
And business concerns have an educational job to do with
their workers and their union leaders. As Professor Sumner

their prosperity can only be achieved if their employer prospers;
to show them that management is already thinking and plan-

Slichter has shown, labor frequently demands and gets from

ning so as to keep the company strong and ready to meet the
post-war difficulties. Then if depression and unemployment

employers concessions which are not in harmony with their
own best interest in the long run. Business managers, all too fre-

quently, approach negotiations with employees not only with a
spirit of resentment but also with a lack of preparation. It is
reported that, in hearings before the Labor Board and similar
agencies, labor's case has nearly always been better prepared
than that of the employer.
LABOR IN POST-WAR ERA

BUSINESS management has in many cases been thinking defensively about labor relations. They have sought to avoid trouble
but they have not deliberately set out to make friends and to
secure confidence. Every industry should prepare for post-war
conditions by asking the question-What efforts can be made by
a business concern to establish firmly the loyalty and good will
of workers as well as managers? Can any steps be taken now
to educate labor for greater responsibility and employers for
greater understanding? Can we learn anything to improve labor
relations from the experience of the British? Why do they not
have trouble over the closed shop issue ? What will be the effect
of the increased employment of women upon wages, hours,
working conditions, and labor organization ? Women are going
to be employed in large numbers in machinery and related industries, where they were rarely employed before. It has been
estimated that more than a million women will he needed for
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come, they will know that the employer had at least done his
best to safeguard their jobs. When the business weather begins
to look "squally," management should call in some of the leaders among their employees and tell them frankly about the
developing situation and what management is doing to meet it.
The feeling on the part of workmen that they should have
a share in management does not usually mean that they want
to assume responsibility for deciding important policies. They
want to be consulted about matters in which they are interested,
such as wages, and hours, and working conditions. They may
wish to force all fellow-workers into their organization. But very
few want the responsibility of deciding what products shall be
made, how they shall be priced, and how sold.
Employees should be educated to thrift and conservatism in
their personal affairs. Too often management takes the position
that it is no concern of theirs how their employees handle their
personal affairs. This is a mistake, for if workers get into financial difficulties they are much more likely to be antagonistic
toward all solvent businesses and persons.
With every war-time advance in wage rates and with every
bonus paid there should go the warning that these payments cannot be counted on when we strike the post-war slump. The minds
of the workers should be prepared by an advance educational campaign for wage reductions as a part of the necessary readjustment.
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UNEMPLOYMENT STILL A HAZARD

UNEMPLOYMENT still remains the chief hazard of the post-war
period. The individual employer can aid in solving this prob-

ness as in 1920. The next twenty years will see this number
greatly increased.
Besides the physical destruction in Europe and Asia during

lem by regularizing his own operations, by avoiding all but the

the war, obsolescence is greatly speeded by war-time changes in
methods, machinery, and materials. Some of the new procedures

most imperative war-time expansion of his plant and working

may have revolutionary importance. It is not possible, within

force, by setting up reserves or other plans to carry his em-

the limits of this paper, to do more than to suggest a few of the
more promising developments.

ployees over the depression period, and by keeping his business
in a strong and liquid condition. A bankrupt or a near-bankrupt

ADVANCES IN CHEMISTRY

company is a poor employer.

Something might be done on a larger scale to meet this prob-

IN THE chemical field great advances are being made in the

lem if through the many trade associations joint effort to main-

production of war materials, especially in the way of improved
explosives. Promising steps are being taken in the development

tain employment be made by the members of these associations
and their unions.
But over and above any efforts of this sort the problem must

of organic chemicals from petroleum. Full scale production of

be recognized as a national one. Fortunately unemployment

and improvement of synthetic resins and plastics is continuous.

insurance and relief mechanisms are already in existence to

In metallurgy, present experiments with different alloys and
heat treating methods are certain to bring out metals of greater

prevent serious deprivation, but the only methods suggested to

synthetic rubber is rapidly on the way. And the development

provide real employment are public works and production for

resistance to corrosion; of greater strength and wearing prop-

social ends, both to be financed out of tax revenues.

e,ties; and alloys lighter in weight. As an example, magnesium
alloys are one-third lighter than aluminum.

What has been said thus far concerning specific steps that
business might take in preparing to cope with post-war conditions might properly be listed under the title of research-research to reduce costs, to control and finance inventory, to
determine how to place finances on a shock-proof and depressinn-proof basis, and to find ways and means to promote under-

standing, loyalty, and good will among employees.
But, in addition, it is especially important at this time when
industry is facing the unknown problems of a post-war world,
to maintain and strengthen the staffs of men whose time is devoted primarily to research. During 1940 there were nine times
as many men engaged in industrial research in American busi-
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The progress that is being made in the refinement of electric
welding will have a revolutionary effect on the entire metal industry. Great improvements are being made in machine building. Refinements in the method of building automatic machines
are in the direction of greater accuracies and improved finishes
in the wearing parts, and of better balancing, all contributing
to higher speeds.
It is the function of research in business to keep abreast of
new developments and apply them wherever possible to a particular business. One of the most important means, therefore,
that a business concern can adopt in preparation for the post-war
period is to maintain and strengthen its research activities.
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